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V 'l UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

4 ------------------------------x
:

5 In the matter of: 1

:-

6 CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY: Docket Nos.
and NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN : - 50-400 OL

7 MUNICIPAL POWER AGENCY s' 50-401 OL
:

8 Shearon Harris Nuclear Power :
Plant, Units'l and 2

9 ------------------------------x'

10

11

12 Bethesda, MD.

Friday August 10,1984
13g

'-
14 The hearing in the above-entitled matter

15 convened, pursuant to recess, at 11:05 a.m.

16 BEFORE:

17 JAMES L. KELLEY, ESQUIRE, Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

18 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

19

DR. JAMES H. CARPENTER, Member
20 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

U.S. Nucicar Regulatory Commission
21 Washington, D.C. 20555

22 DR. GLENN O. BRIGHT, Member
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

23 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

24
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THOMAS A. BAXTER, ESQUIRE
? JOHN O'NEILL,-ESQUIRE7 i>

.Shaw,'Pittman,.Potts & Trowbridge.
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9
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: Good morning. This is Judge

2 Kelley speaking and Judges Bright and Carpenter are

3 here with me. We are on the record. This morning

4 we have, this is being recorded and there will be a

5 transcript of it. Could we just run through the

6 role and just'Whoirepresents whom, maybe starting

7 with the Applicants. >

8 MS.,FLYNN: Okay,-this is Samantha Flynn at

g CP&L for Applicants. With me is Hill Carrow. Also

counsel for Applicants.10

MR. BAXTER: Thomas Baxter at Shaw, Pittmang

in Washington, also representing Applicants. Mr.12

O'Neill is in our satellite office today.
13s

i ')
'- - ~ JUDGE KELLEY: Is Mr. O'Neill on?'

34

MR. O'NEILL: I'm on, sir.
15

JUDGE KELLEY: Fine, thank you. And then16

Intervenors.j7

18 MR. READ: Daniel Road for Change.

MR.-RUNKLE: John Runkle for the Conserva-39

tion Council.20

MR. PAYNE: Travis Payne for Kudzu Alliance.
21

MR. EDDLEMAN: Wells Eddleman representing22

"Y # *23

JUDGE KELLEY: Is Dr. Wilson there?74

Is Dr. Wilson there? Hello?2r

t
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1 MR. EDDLEMAN: He said yes.

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Oh, I'm sorry, I didn't, Dr.

3 Wilson, could you say it again, I didn't hear you.

4 DR. WILSON: (inaudible)

5 JUDGE.KELLEY: It is an awfully dim connection.

6 MR. BAXTER:' Judge, I can!t hear him either.

7 JUDGE'KELLEY: Well I think we are going to

a have to'tell our operator to try again and see if we

9 can't'ge't Dr. Wilson ohl'a clearer wire than the one

10 we've got now. Hold just a moment please. Would you

it tell Barbara to tell the operator that the Wilson

12 connection is no good.

13 Judge Carpenter is arranging to have Dr.
,,
!

-

14 Wilson put on a better wire. Dr. Wilson, I hope,'>

15 can you hear me? I can't tell if he can or not.

16 MS. FLYNN: Yes, he said yes.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay fine. The operator is

18 going to call you back and put you on a clearer line,

19 hopefully.

20 DR. WILSON: Should I- hang up? .

JUDGE KELLEY: Yes, I think so.21

22 DR. WILSON: Okay.

JUDGE KELLEY: Oh oh. Did that cut overybody2-

0100 Off724 -

25 MS. FLYNN: No.

n
__
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' '

I-' MR. BAXTER: We're all here.

2 JUDGE KELLEY: I've seen that happen. Well,

3 okay, fine. I think we can go ahead with, at least

4 some of our business here and I think Dr. Wilson will

5 be back with us in hopefully a minute or two.

6 When you speak today individually, would

7 you identify, hollo?

8 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes?

9 JUDGE KELLEY: I'm hearing a peculiar elec-

10 tronic noise but I guess you are all still there. I

11 will assume that for the moment. When you speak

12 individually, could you simply identify yourself first

13 for the recorder's benefit?-^
3

14 First I can run over the list of things

15 that we have on our agenda and then you will know

16 where we are headed and you can think about what else

17 if anything you want to add.

18 Most of these things are listed on the last

19 page of last Friday's order. First we have a couple

20 of items about these emergency planning joint con-

21 _tentions that mainly who would be the lead for

22 individual onesiand secondly, whether anybody wants to

23 propose a revision. of the s chedule that we proposed,

24 that'we adopted tentatively in the order. We made
!

25 those. items due on different dates and that was just a

FREE STATE REPORTING INC.
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1 mistake and I think it is best if we can-to speak to both'

2- items today and get them resolved. The second thing

3 would be a ruling on the Motion for Reconsideration and

4 joint contention 4

'5 And the. third thing, these are in no particular

6 order, by the way. Not in any order of importance or

7 seniority or alphabet or anything else. Sort of a

8 random order.

9 The third thing I have is some discussion of

10 the Motion from Applicants with respect to ex parte,

ti ex parte contentions.

12 Hello, Dr. Wilson?

DR. WILSON: Hello.x 13^

'

')
i4 JUDGE KELLEY: Oh, that's better. Can you

hear me?15

DR. WILSON: I can.16

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, I was just checking off

18 the things on our agenda quickly. We are going to

19 talk for about a couple of emergency planning matters,

20 then we have a ruling on a Motion for Reconsideration

of the terminal luminescent dosimeter (phonetic) question.21
.

We will have some discussion of the Applicant's Motion22

about ex parte extensions.23

We want to have some discussion about the24

25 previously deferred diesel generator contentions. And

(7,

!
-
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-

1 talk briefly about a place for hearing. Hopefully.

l 2 I am not sure that we have a place as of now. We

3 have an, not individual but we have a disagreement

4 between Mrs. Flynn for the Applicants and Mr. Read that

5 I get a copy of a letter from. I got Mrs. Flynn's

6 letter last night about it and indicated that perhaps

7 towards the end of today's discussion we could take

that up and it wouldn't be necessary for everybody to8

participate but at least the Ecard and Mrs. Flynn and9

Mr. Read could speak to it.
10

And then also we'd be pleased to add other
11

matters that need to be taken up nov that aren't on
12

our agenda for one reason or another. I think Im 13

mentioned, we mentioned in our order of last week that'

34

there isn' t going to be any Board to deal with during
15

the coming week-and in view of the fact that we are
16

heading up for a hearing pretty soon and things may be37

coming up, if you could anticipate anything that you18

_ thought needed discussion now, that would be good.
19

Bear in. mind that we really can't do any further
20

busin ss with the Board for 'about 10 days.
21

Ar there other things, let me ask now that
22

w should add to today's telephone agenda? Start with23

the Applicants. Mr. Baxter, anything else?g

MR. BAXTER: No, I don't have anything else.25

FREE STATE REPORTING INC.
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- 't JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, I will just say Inter-

2 venors and Well, Mr. Read?
,

3 MR. READ: No sir.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: No sir.

MR. RUNKLE: No.5

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Payne?

MR. PAYNE: No..-
7 ,

JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Eddleman?8

MR. EDDLEMAN: Judge, I have that one matter9

a e seMce of --

10

JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, okay, let's put that at
11

the end, too. I know what you mean and this is
12

sm n9 Pdmadly I pess between Mr. EM1eman and
O 13

the Applicants. Maybe the Staff too. But I think we34

Can resolve that towards the end also.

Dr. Wilson? Anything else that you want to
16

bring up?
37

DR. WILSON: No.18

JUDGE.KELLEY: Okay and Staff 7jg

MS. MOORE: Aren you going to discuss at some20
~

later.date the question of whether more than oneg

Intervonor can cross examine a given witness?g

JUDGE ~KELLEY: -Uh, well maybe we can tough

on it at least today. Could you remind me of that

towards the end of the list of matters?25

3
'

l._/
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)
1 MS. MOORE: Certainly.-'

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Okay. Well going in the

3 order that I read these off. Last week's order on

4 emergency planning contentions added the text of

5 three new joint contentions. Numbers 3, 4 and 5.

6 Numbers 1 and 2 were let in back in May. And we had

7 said in May I think that we would take volunteers for

8 contentions. We have not gotten any on the first two

9 and it just seemed to us it might expedite things to

10 go ahead and make a tentative designation, at least

11 somebody then would have the baton to carry. So vo

12 did that but we are perfectly willing to listen to

13 alternate suggestions if the people that we designated^

14 at least tentatively at one reason or another

15 shouldn't have that function.

16 Let me ask the Intervenors that are

17 participating that are co-sponsors of these joint

18 contentions whether they have proposed changes for the
,

-19 leader of Intervenors we designated. Just any of

20 you can speak up'if you do.-

21 Okay, Dr. Wilson, you're still there, right?
'

22 DR. WILSON: es, I am.. -

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. And I think we designated

a you as lead on that transportation of patients, for

25 example, that seemed to be a certain logic in that.
_ !
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.

' 1 And the other thing we noted in the quarter,

2 ve hadn't designated.Mr. Eddleman as lead although ho

3 was a sponsor of a contention encompassed under those
4 subjects in sorr.o cases. Just because we saw him as

5 pretty well tied up in the next couple of months but

6 we didn't mean to necessarily precludo him from some

7 lead rolo later on. Mr. Eddleman, is that satisfactory

a kith you? .

9 MR. EDDLEMAN: Yes, Judge, as f::.r as I can

10 tell.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Well in the second

12 thing that wo did was to propose a schedulo right thoro

13 near the end of the order. Sotting out a timo for

~

14 discovery to closo and summary dispositions to be

15 filed and the like. Arp11 cants have any proposed

to amendments?

17 MR. BAXTER: Nono horo.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Inturvenors?

19 MR. HUNKLEs. This is John Runkle.

20 JUDGE KELLEY:- Okay.

21 MR. RUNKLE: I would just like a clarification

22 when it says Motions for Summary Disposition, thoro is

23 a deadlino for that. Does that mean that thoro can't

24 be any after that timo?

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me put it this way. This
,,,

t ,
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q
\ )

' I is a question that aroso last timo with respect to ono

2 motion in particular as I recall.

3 There was a motion that van duo laut summer
4 and; thoro was a motion filed as I recall and thoro

5 woro some other developments and so there was a second

6 motion filed. And thoro was somo debato about
1 whether the second motion was timely and I bollevo that

8 the Doard hold that it was. Thora is a general

9 doctrino in the NRC and this I think in to some extent
10 reflected in the rulo that you can filo a motion for

11 cummary disposition anytimo aftor discover up to hearing

12 and thoro are some provisions in the rulo that allow a

,q 13 Doard to not rule on motions for summary dispositiono
\ >

,~'

14 if it comes in auch a way as to disrupt the hearing.
15 On the other hand, generally speaking Daardn

to can not deadlinou for filing of various papora including
17 aummary dispositions motions. So I would liko to

18 comment to the parties and I don't mean to bo expresning
13 a, not noccasarily a ruling on your uuention, Mr. Runklo
20 but I 'would neo tho doadlino that wo not in hero la tho
21 doadlino that wo would normally expect papora to como in

22 in ordor for this caso to got to a hearing in a timoly
23 mannor. Dut it wouldn't noconnarily rulo 3ut a motion

24 at como other timo if unctor the circtmmtaneca that van
25 appropriato.

N.
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* If chat sounds a little mushy I guess it'

2 is but that's an indication at least from me. Let
_

3 me ask, Mr. Baxter, how does that strike you?
-9

4 MR. BAXTER: I agree with Dewey Marks. I

!

S think the reason why motions that came in later the last

L
|

6 time was because of a six month postponement in the
.

b7 evidentiary hearing. I view the schedule somewhat as
=__i

i

8 a whole they fit together. I think the schedule the { ]
9 Board has set here is obviously geared toward February

-

i --

10 commencement of the Emergency Planning. And given
-

!

is this (inaudible) I think the schedule should be !

Y
12 adhercd to.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: Any comments from, Mr. qi

14 Runkle?
-~

| 5

15 MR. RU: ELE: I would just, I was just | ,

| 1

16 curious that if that was the deadline and all parties ! j
i -

17 were, we could work around that. But if there, I 4
_,

18 mean if it is possible to go past that date with some .

19 special, that's all right too and work from there.
,

20 JUDGE HELLEY: Okay. Staff, any commer, t ' -

-

21 MS. MOORE: Staff has no comments, Your _

-_

22 Honor.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Intervenors have any
_

24 comments on that point?

E
-

25 Okay, fine, thank you. Okay, the second .

LI
t i

i k
| |
;

'

=
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(
k '' I subject we have here is the pending motion from the

2 Applicants on joint contention 4, thermal luminescent

3 dosimeters. On July 18th, the Applicants filed a rather

4 extensive Motion for Reconsideration or clarification

5 on:the' Board's ruling on their Summary Disposition

6 Motion pertaining to joint contention 4.

7 And the NRC Staff filed in support of the

8 Applicant's: Motion on July 31st. Joint Intervenors

9. responded on July 30 in that filing by Mr.

Eddleman.10

ii We've considered these filings and we are

12 going to grant that motion in part and we are going

13 to deny that motion in part. As to the part that we
t, >)

14 are granting the motion on, we said in our original

ruling- at page 20 and I am quoting:is

"The Board finds an issue of material16

17 fact, mainly does, CDmpliance with the .1983 ANSI

18 standard. In short, compliance with the NRC

19 regulations."

20 Thatiissue is going to be considered and

21 resolved in the pending rule making proceeding that

- 22' has been referred to in the various proceedings. We

are reconsidering our admission of that issue and con-23

sistent with- the principal that'has baen stated in24

25 the Douglas Point case and elsewhere, we will not

'

_
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q
'l 1 litigate this issue in this individual:: rule making

.2 proceeding. Rather, it will be resolved, strike tirat,
i .

3 in this individual licensing proceeding. Rather, we

4 will look to the rule making to resolve that and this

plant'and other plants will be subject to the outcome5

6 of the rule making.

7 So that's; the part that we are granting the

8 motion. Now that leaves'a single issue for litigation.

9 And this is the issue with respect to which we are

10 denying the Motion for Reconsideration. And we will

11 now restate to clarify that issue as follows:

12 Whether the TLD's and. measuring equipment

13 and processes to be used at the Harris facility can
( ) '

measure occupational doses with sufficient accuracy
"'

14_

to comply with the NRC regulations. We ask the15

16 Applicants and Staff as well as joint Intervenors if

17 they Choose to prepare _ testimony on this issue. We

18 think the record will benefit from cross examination

19 at the hearing. So Summary Disposition on this

issue is denied.20

The issue that we are leaving in reflectu21

22 our view that the existing regulations do embody a

23 standard of accuracy. They require that the App 1icant's

24 - dosimetry program reliably distinquish between doses

of two and three REh's and between doses of between25

.#

j'
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: ;

' ' ' I three and four REM. That is to say errors of larger than

2 half a REM are not permitted.

3 We are rejecting the arguments of the

4 Applicants and the staff to the contrary. We also

5 reject the Applicant's argument that the Board is

6 raising an infermessable (phonetic) suispodic (phonetic)

7 intention. The issue as we have framed it is within

8 joint contention 4. It is also raised in the Inter-

9 venor's pleadings.

10 Judge Carpenter will now list soue

11- specific respects in which we are going to ask the

12 Parties, on which we are going to ask you to focus in

13 your testimony. Judge Carpenter?s
!

14 ' JUDGE CARPENTER: Mr. Baxter, I would like

15 .to start by asking if Pamela Anderson is available

16 since she is the author of the ' original Motion for

17 ' Summary Disposition., If she is available and has any

18 ' questions --

19 MR. BAXTER: She's in th6 room with me,

20 yes.

21 JUDGE CARPENTER: Fine. I start by,

22 observing that the original Motion for Summary

23 Disposition covered 4 issues, 3 of those issues have

24 been resolved. So the fact that we are focusing on

25 that original motion and some details of it is not to be

/

_,
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- 1 ' construed as being overly critical. It spoke to 4

2 issues and we' find some deficiencies with respect to
4

3 only 1.
.

4 I'd like to turn then in the context of the

5 original motion and the supporting affidavit by

6- Stephen A. Brown dated January 4, 1984. And direct

7 your attention to paragrrph 11 of Mr.. Brown's

8 affidavit which states that "TLD's manufactured by

9 Panasonic Company will be used.'.'

We ask that you consider testifying as tojo

the technical specifications of these TLD's orn

put into evidence the manufacturer's specifications.
12

! 'As a comment, f. hat siilgle sentence standing by itselfM. 13:
~

)
'~' isn't a' basis for'.any' finding of fact by the Board.j4

with respect to the: accuracy of these devices.
~

15

Further,:in paragraph 11 the statement
16

is made, "These TLD's have been tested."37

Well we look at that statement. It's in18
L

reference, it references material in NuReg CR 2891.39

We ask for a testimony as to the page numbers in that20

NuReg that describe the alleged testing of Panasonic
21

TLD's so that we could use that testimony as a finding22

f fact if in fact it can be found that there was23+

testing of Panasonic TLD's explicitly as shown in that
74

25 NuReg.

.

*J~
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d 1 The other, the second area that we think is

2 useful relates to Mr. Brown's affidavit at paragraph

3 5. Mr. Brown references quality control measures. We

4 suggest that it would be useful to testify as to the

5 accuracy and precision of the semi-annual calibration

6 of the TLD's,and associated processing equipment. And

7 further we think-it would be useful to testify as to

8 the accuracy and-precision of the daily calibration

9 of equipment.

10 And the third area that we think would be

it useful might be~ based on consideration of the statement

12 in NuReg CR 2891 on pages 33 and 34. Which speak to,

(' 13 the caption is, " Reasons for Poor Performance". The

14 NuReg is not in evidence at the moment and we are

15 putting a little bit of burden on the joint Intervenors

16 by referencing it. Let me go as far to simply inform

17 everybody of what, of what the stated reasons for

-18 poor performance are.

19 Number 1 is incorrect calibration factors,

20 number 2 is dosimeter variability. Number 3 is clerical

21 errors and number 4 is poor calibration for accident

22 doses. So I'm not, the Board's not pointing everybody

23 to the precise words in each of the paragraphs. In

24 the NuReg reference but to those 4 items.

25 Calibrate, incorrect calibration factors,

,

'w /
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,
i j
'' 1- dosimeter variability, clerical errors and poor

'2
calibration for accident doses. We think testimcny

3

4 that uses that as a framework and specifically

5-

addresses the question, in what way does Applicant's
6

7 program of dosimetry, of personnel workers mitigate
,

8
against these four kinds of errors which have been

~

'

9

10 identified as the major sources of errors on a

11

national basis.
12

n 13 That is about as far as we go today in
f. i
'x../ .

14
providing clarification and .we would be glad to

15

16 respond to any questions.

17

JUDGE KELLEY: Any questions from the
18

19 Applicants?

20
MR. BAXTER: No, thank you.

21

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Intervenors?

23
MR. EDDLEMAN: Wells Eddleman, Judge. Just

24-

25 one question. I don't recall whether we discussed

(3
L)
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, ,),

!

'v' 1 filing deadline for this contention.

2

JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, we need to get on that.
3

4 That's still open, okay. Staff?

5

MS. MOORE: I have no comment.
6

,

7 JUDGE KELLEY: I believe we had in the

8
Applicant's Motion, am I correct a suggested date of

9

1G the 31st, is that right, Mr. Baxter?

11
'

MR. ' BAX'IER: I'm not sure we had one there.
12

f-- 's 13 We had a suggestion in'that for contention 9, that is

N .)
14 . :

the date adopted by the Board.
15

16 . JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, that is probably what

17
Ifm thinking of. Well let's take it to day novo. Here

18

19 we are on the 10th of August. Let's just hear from

20
Mr. Baxter and Mr. Eddleman and the Staff about what

21

22 they regard as a reasonable date for testimony.

23
MR. BAXTER: This is Tom Baxter. We think

24

25 the 31st will be reasonable, of August.

; ,m

(
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'

1 JUDGE KELLEY ' Mr. Eddleman?-

t-

2 MR. EDDLEMAN: Yes, we will try to meet it.'

3 .I, not having seen this layout of specifics for the

4 first' time, it depends somewhat on whether the

5 Staff would make available the offers of hearing

' . 6 CR 2891.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay and let's ask.the Staff. *

. 8 What does the Staff think of-the 31st or some other

9 > date?

10 MS.TMOORE: ;.Off'the top of my head I don't

11 see any reason why we couldn't meet the 31st but-that

12 would not, include making available the CR 2891. I

7- 13 don't have it in front.of me._ I don't even know who
L.)

14 those authors are at present but I cani. guarantee you

15 that we couldn't meet that date making them available

16 because.it is'obviously a contracted report.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: 'Isn't this issue to be tried

18 starting October loth?

19 MS. MOORE: That's correct.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: And I realize that we are

21__ going into hearing on the 5th on the management capability

22 question and will be tied up in that but let me

23 ask my colleagues for a moment. ,

24 Well since in this particular case the

25 Board thinks it can go on a somewhat more leisurely

n
_/
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~ ) schedule since we are not actually taking this up
._ i

2 before the 10th of October under the current schedule,

3 21st of September, 21st of September for testimony on

4 this issue.

Okay, that brings us to the question of what5

I call ex parte contention and there had indeed been6

7 some. The immediate, let me just say I have a motion

from the Applicants dated the 27th of July and just
8

received this morning, Mr. Runkle's response. Let me9

make a couple of comments about that particular
10

extension to Mr. Runkle.3,

He did, and I thir.k : hat was the trigger for
12 .

the motion, Mr. Runkle called me and asked for the
33

time thatI gave him and it was an ex parte grant.''

34

as not focusing ona e, e a ,
15

the fact that there were going'to be follow-up replied
16

findings. And I am sure that if I had we would have
37

handled that differently and then sent out some
18

notice to the other parties. - But I just frankly did
39

not and under the circumstances granted the extension'

20

g . ex parte. In retrospect I think I made a mistake'and

in it va3 a, situation in granting that extension itg

could have compromised your simultaneous filing

arrangement. It could have thrown the schedule offg

f r people :Ciling replies and therefore, as I say it
25

,

. -
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> 1 was a mistake on my part. I don't think that for

2 purposes of deciding where we go from here and how we

3 handle such things we need to get into a detailed

4 discussion of what actually happened there. It seems

5 to me that's water over the dam. We have in the

6 record the parties' positions on it. The real issue

7 is whether we should adopt some guidelines for future

8 requestsefor extensions. -And as this particular matter,

9 in this particular instance it illustrates that there

10 are' time when extensions ought:to be granted only on

11 notice to the other parties and then with notification
.

12 to the parties or' whatever the Board does. I guess -

~

13 our concern is making the guidelines for brief extensions
! ,5

~

too tight will be adopt.'.ng something that will be14

more trouble than its worth.15

16 I am also somewhat concerned about our

17 regime which is likely to run up significant long

18 distance telephone calls for a short extension. Now

19 when I say short, I'm talking really about 24 hours,

20 when the Xerox machine breaks or whatever. It seems

21 .to me that in that kind of a case you are very unlikely

22 to throw people off much by getting a 24 hour extension

23 for a gooc' reason.

24 And there are just some reasons I've already

25 alluded to for not formalizing to that extent. If the

g
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1 parties, well let me just ask this. Those are generous

2 and general Board observations. Let me ask the other

3 parties what their position is on Mr. Baxter's motion

4 as worded. Do you have any comment on the guidelines

5 that Mr. Baxter proposes, Mr. Runkle?

6 MR. RUNKLE: I just felt that it was over

7 the (inaudible) I don't think it will happen again.

8 I also forgot that there were all these replies, that

9 we had replies on replies that was based on that. I

10 don't feel that we should lock ourselves into th'at kind

11 of back up' thing. I don't think --

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Other Intervenor comment? Mr.

13 Eddleman?

14 MR. EDDLEMAN: Yes, Judge. I've lived with

15 this informal system ever since I;was introduced to it

16 by one of Applicant's field employees and when I asked

17 him why he had to file something on-time he said well

18 I just called Judge Tilley and got an extension and I

19 think that was goodness somewhere in the range of two

20 years ago. And I recall being told. by the Judge at that

21 time it was an informal thing. That Judge Tilley

22. didn't think it was necessary to put out a piece of

23 paper for granting a short extension. And obviously

24 I think that system has worked pretty well. I normally

1 25 try to notify people when I've gotten an extension or -

..
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1 When I am going to try to get an extension but on thesem

2 Board's extensions of time I think filing. paper or

3 making phone calls is just a tremendous waste of time

4 and energy. It even runs up the legal bills for the

5 -Applicants.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, Mr. Payne?

MR.'PAYNE: I really don't have anything7

further to add to that, Judge.-8

JUDGE KELL"Y: Okay, Mr. Read?9

MR.. READ:~ ism with Mr. Runkle, Judge Kelley.
10

JUDGE KELLEY: Staff?
33

MS. MOORE: I only add that I think the.
12

critical, the critical thing here is that the other
13

,

parties in an extension is glad, I think that is'
34

important because this particular situation is a
15

problem. Most of them aren't and in general the
16

procedure is followed. But I think there has to be17

i something for people to knov that an extension has been ~

18

granted.
, 19
,

JUDGE KELLEY: Do you think that is the
20

reason for the 24 hour extension?
21

MS. MOORE: No, I don' t think an 24 hour ex-
22

tension is critical. I think when it goes beyond that

though, when there are several days involved, that's
24

when it becomes important.
25

,.

t 1

J
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( ;
'> 1 JUDGE KELLEY: I agree with that, okay. Mr.

2- Baxter, any further comments?

3 MR. BAXTER: First I truld note that some

4 of the long distance phone bills that are equally

5 acceptable to us have contact (inaudible)

6 made in Raleigh. That's, if that's a problem, it is

7 sure hard to argue the fact that 24 hours is critical.

8 It all depends whether it is a document on which we

9 have to act from. For instance, this testimony being

to filed 14 days in advance of a hearing and we've got a

11 conference room full of experts ready to look at it

12 that day, would make a dif ference to know about.

x 13 (inaudible)

14 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Ladies and gentlemen,

15 why don't we stand up and stretch a minute and maybe

16 my colleagues and I can confer briefly. A couple of

17 minute break, don't hang the phone up.

18 (There was a short break.)

19 JUDGE KELLEY: We've conferred and looked over

20 the motion and we are going to modify the proposed

21 deadlines in one respect and then we are going to

22 grant the motion. And here's what we are going to do.

23 Paragraphs 1 and 2 are left unchanged. Para-

24 graph 3 which says, " Prior to a written or oral request

25 for extension of time, the requesting party and so on".

e

.

.
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1 -We're going to insert the phrase, "of more.

2 than 1 day" so that it reads, " Prior to a written or-

3 oral request for extension of time of more than one

4 day, the requesting parties should consult ..." and so

5 forth.

6 . We're going to add at the very end of

7 paragraph 5 the phrase "of more than one day" which is

8 really a Corresponding change. And in paragraph 4 we

9 are going to strike out the phrase in extreme circumstances

10 and so that it reads, number 4 reads, "The Board will

si entertain a request for extension of time without

12 compliance with step 3 above'only upon a showing by the

1 13 requesting party a good cause for failure to communicate
i)
'#

i4 with other affected parties."

15 And I think that those guidelines coupled

16 with Mr. Baxter's. helpful suggestion that the Intervenors

17 can Mrs. Flynn's office in terms of notification should

18 provide a reasonable regime and not burden requesters

ig too much and at the same time keep th,e other parties

informed.20

So the motion is granted as modified.21

22 MS. FLYNN: Judge Kelley, this is Samantha

Flynn.23

JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.24

25 MS. FLYNN: May I ask that when such phone
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I calls are made to our office, I'm not in personally,'' '

2 either Hill Carrow or Dale Howard who are working in

3 this matter, one of them would be available if I'm not

4 and I just ask that somebody try to get the next

5 person so that:he could speak with the lawyer

6 personally about it. And if that fails, then leave the

7 message with the secretary or have us call back. But

8 try the three of us. We' re all here.

~r -9 JUDGE KELLEY: I think that's fine. And the

10 part about notifying you or your office was simply a

11 marginal note on the motion, the formal motion but we

12 are aware that your office can be a contact point and

s 13 save a long distance call bill. Okay.

J
14 We'd like to turn next to some discussion of

15 the diesel generator area of concern. Just by way of

16 background Mr. Eddleman proposed two contentions back

17 in January of this year. Numbers 178 and 179. And

18 the Applicants opposed their admission on a 5 factors

19 basis, particularly the factor of timeliness and good

- 20 cause and the Staff supported their admission in

21 pleadings filed in February of 84. We then had a

22 telephone conference on March 8th and we said some

23 things about this subject at transcript page 770 and 771

24 and we did two things. We ruled that the contentions

25 were not untimely but apart from that we declined to

,

f
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? rule further and we deferred the contentions essentiallyv

2 for two reasons.

3 It appeared at that time that there might

4 be some clarification of the legal status of these

5 contentions. I had in mind particularly some Catawba

s litigation in this area. And secondly we were aware

7 that both Staff and owner's group, technical work was

8 then getting underway and it wasn't clear just where it

9 was going to go or when it was going to get there.

10 So we thought it might be better to view these

n matters when the technical work was a little further

developed .12

13 I think it's fair to say that in the five

'

months or so that have since elapsed the legalg

situation is not very much clearer than it was at that15

time. For example, as far as Catawba was concerned,16

17 that Board had certified come questions to the Appeal

18 Board expressing the view that they were generic in

19 the sense that they weren't appropriate for an

individual case. The Appeal Board in due course20

declined to take the certification. It did indicate that21

22 the contentions certified there were not generic in

the sense in which that Board had viewed them. The23

Commission after various extensions of time decided not24

25 to review the Appeal Board's determination so not very
p-_
, ,

- ,
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I rule further and we deferred the contentions essentially' '-

2 for.two reasons.

3 It' appeared at'that time that there might

4 be some clarification of the legal status of these

5 contentions. I had in mind particularly some Catawba

6 litigation in this area. Land secondly we were aware

7 that both Staff and owner's group, technical work was

8 then getting underway and it wasn't clear just where it

9 was going to go or when it was going to get there.

10 So we thought it might be better to view these

matters when the technical work was a littic further11

developed.12

I think it's fair to say that in the five' 13
,

'"'

months or so that have since elppsed the legal14

situation is not very much clearer than it was at that
is

time. For example, as far as Catawba was concerned,
. 16

37 that Board had certified come questions to the Appeal

18 Board expressing the view that they were generic in

19 the sense that they weren't appropriate for an

individual case. The Appeal Board in due course20
i

declined to take the certification. It did indicate that21

22 the contentions certified there were not generic in

the sense in which that Board had viewed them. The23

Commission after various extensions of time decided not24

25 to review the Appeal Board's determination so not very

,a
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'# -1 much came out of all that over a period of several

2 months. I am just speaking to the case I know best.

3- There may be other areas where there is more guidance

4 ' that I am not that aware of.

5 On the technical side, it appears that the

6 TDI owner's group and the Staff had made some fairly

7 substantial progress and have a pretty well mapped

8 out program for addressing the problems that have

9 arisen with TDI diesels. We asked awhile back for the

10 Applicants to give us some information about what they

n were.doing at Shearon Harris and what their time

12 frame was and we received a very helpful letter from

n 13 Mr. O'Neill dated the 31st which sets out a number of
i ,!
~'

14 things that are going on and gives some indications of

time.is

16 We're aware of the fact that the NRC Staff

17 for its part is, has been gearing up to prepare

18 technical analyses of particular plants. Mr. O'Neill

19 referred to one in Grand Gulf of a few weeks ago.

20 The Supplemental SER apparently in that case was

21 developed.

22 I know from Catawba that the Staff just two

23 or three days ago issued a technical evaluation based

24 on a contracted report from Batel Northwest (phonetic)

25 focusing on those diesels.

G
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I
g Let me asl: Miss Moore whether fou Know at ,

_

2 this point what the Staff's schedule is for preparing |
e

[ 3 a Staff analysis of the 3hearon llarris ditsels. 1

- 4 33, googg : ,he Staff does not have a,

_ 5 specific time in mind for the preparationof the
"

6 ilarrls. The reason that the cER's have come out in

? Other plants is that (inaudible)
_ ..

W

8 and the Staff has been doing most cases but there
:

; 9 have been some contentions that are bearing on them
=

. 10 firsL.

-

11 JIIDGE IK F', LEY: I understand. So there is
..

_

_ 12 no target date right now?
-
.

13 MS. MOORE: ;Jo , there isn't.
:

. .

[ 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Ukay. Iir. O'Neill, you are
F

_ is with us still?

[ 16 Mit . G'NEILL: Yes.
_ . .

; 17 JUDGE KELLEY: Can you hear us okay?

18 M R. O ' ?JEl LL : Fine..7
P-=

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Ukay. I wanted to ask you
_

- 20 one question about a statement in your letter looking

21 at page 2 of your letter of the 31st towards the
_

f 22 bottom. Maybe I had better read the whole paragraph. '

<

23 lt's a, third paragraph on page two.
>

' E The TDI owner's group is continuing its offo-ts24
-

r

25 on the design review, qu alit.) revalidation program
'

-

-

.

r
-

-
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1 (phase 2). A Phase 2._ report is due to be submitted to

2 the Applicants at the end of 0ctober. Thereafter,

3 each individual utility will subr6it to the NRC a
,

4 phase 2 report applicable to its specific diesel

5 g enerators.

6 Andethis is the sentence I wanted to ask you

7 about. It is not anticipated that completion of

phase 2 design review and quality revalidation will8

be required prior to licensing plants for operation9

through at least one fuel cycle.
10

And that's in the quote from your letter.
3j

Could you elaborate a little bit on that?
12

MR. O'NEILL: If I understand it, Judge
13

'

Kelley, that (inaudible) Staff has found acceptable"

g

in individual cases then Grand Gulf in the first I
15

guess (inaudible) Catawba, that it has been able to
16

demonstrate through the identification of resolution
37

of this, 16 potential generic problems that have been18

identified in the testing program. That's the entirejg

phase 2 of quality and revalidation program would not
20

have to be completed prior to, or through at least
21

ne fuel cycle and I believe that was the decision
22

at Grand Gulf and that was the basis of that statement.
23

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. In Grand Gulf, was that
24

a Staff decision? I'll ask it differently. Is Grand
25

,m

w)
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[ 3

'' 1 Gulf a contested case?

2 MR. O'NEILL: I'm not sure. I'm not sure.

3 I don't think that they have had litigation on the

4 diesel generator issue.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, thank you. I think I

6 understand what you' re saying.

7 MR. O'NEILL: But I believe they had in

8 effect it would be a Staff decision.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, thank you. I want to

10 ask you too, if you're the right one, Mr. O'Neill.

11 A few of those dates that we have heard referred to

12 in the past has been June of 85, sometime in June,

13 is that correct?
'

MR. O'NEILL: That's correct.14

15 JUDGE EELLEY: I believe I saw a reference
.

16- not long ago to an application by the Staff for an

17 extension of time on the construction pormit for

18 Shearon Harris. Am I right about that and if so, does

19 that have any bearing on fuel load date?
,

20 MS. MOORE: By the way it does not have any

21 bearing on the fuel load date.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me?

23 M3. MOORE: It does not, there was such an

24 application which was granted but it did not have any

25 bearing on fuel load date. The area of time that was in
.

c/
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) the . original . construction permit needed to be extended1

2 in order to meet our current schedule.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, doesn't affect fuel load,

4 does it affect criticality?

5 liS. MOORE: No.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, well what we've said

7. so far is really background and some relatively current

developments. It just seems to us that under these8

9 circumstances it might be timely to revisit these -

pending contentions on TDI diesels and I suppose the
10

Board could take one of several postures.
33

We could rule on those contentions and either
12

rule them in or rule them out. We could take somer, 13
t )
'#- other course of action, at least for now. It seems34

fair t say that if we let them in it would be a safety
15

issu that would fall outside the present schedule for
16

safety hearings.
37

It seems to us furthermore that with some18

additional information upcoming there is at least someig

potential for additional late contentions in this
20

area.as more, more information becomes available.
21

For example your testing and inspection program at
2-2

Shearon Harris, Mr. O'Neill. I gather you are going to,
23

y u re in the process of doing that right now, are you
24

" D725

,

w/
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1 MN. U ' i .#ElLL: That's correct. |
|

2 Ji j DCE h ELLE'' . Ukay and Lhere will cono a time

3 when you vill make a filing with the 210 staff with

4 reference to that program, right?

5 T IR . O'NEILL: At some point. Phere is not

6 a s ched ule for that as of now.

/ JUDGE EELLEY. But at :;ome point that will

8 happen.

9 TIR. U' HELL;. I might mention, Judge l:elley,

in that first paragraph on page 2 indicated that a s10

marked second, in order to be considered a fullij

12 program plan.

13 JUDGE 1;ELLEY. Yes.
'

=

.

-

_

34 IR. O' EILL: The S t-a f f has for some time

now started a test on that plant. Ehe p'ai.t fuelis

for that aspect of (inaudible)
16 {

!

if | and we are looking forward to reneating that JER

18 which I understand would be dated the 5th (inaudible)
..

39 JUDGE EELLEY: I'm having a little trouble
1

20 hearing you. I don' t know how the other noople

are doi.ng. Is Mr. O ''Jeill coming througi, clearly to21

j other people?22

MR. BA'( i'ER : Yes.23
_

MS. tiOURE: Yes.74

75 JUDGE 1ELLEY: Well go ahead, we will do our
..

's
i
!

>

1
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1 best.

2 MR. O'NEILL: I think we (inaudible)

3 We had done a few and I understand it, I talked ~to

4 Mrs. Fuller (phonetic) yesterday that SER is issued

5 shortly. So it might be even issued before the

6 conference call. But it wasn't, in any event, we

7 may be in a position once the SER has been issued to

8 indicate precisely what, what the Applicant planned ~ vmq

to do. In response to that SER and if necessary whatg

is required for certain operations.10

And in that respect, phase 1 reports that
ii

haven't been issued that left the thoughts to the SER
12

commitment by Applicant will put in one place or a13

series of documents (telephone noise)34

g .. .. -:' ' -
what- the Applicant's plan for resolving the identified I ; .'.;15

probloms. '? Y
16 .

_y,A ,
37 At that point it may make sense to draft f.], {'Q

~6T -
18 a contention that have Intervenor either adopt them or f. -( 'g|;'

.

(. , ,:%
revise them or file what they thought was the specific f . i {. .19

.} ' ' %.}
information rather than the rather Jeneral contention ,; , j - 1."2 '

20

that were originally picaded.
'

A., w .a
21 .

JUDGE KELLEY: I think you're making the same 7 J, .|22 g
. , ,

9 neral point that we were going to make here and that I 3p }23
'

is that it is an unfolding story as far as these f24
. ; . g F_

machines go. There is more information forthcoming. .;.c j . ,;. ,25
.,y t

[ .c . , p. .~ :

| _. ". . v , . 7
_

4Q f.1-[,
. o.,, -, pg
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|
I I ilould say that without meaning in any sense i

-

|

2 to indicate rulings on our part one way or another on
!

3 the pending contentions, this Bo a rd would very much !
.

l

4 prefer if we are going to liticate I'DI diesels to hav e - -

a more site specific approach that focuses on machines5

6 that are actually at the facility as opposed to .j us t to j -

-

-

a ,

7 pick an example the quality assurance at some manu-
'

i, =.

8 facturing plant in t'ali f orni a . We just think that more

9 s ite specific approach would be closer to overybody's

10 interest and a lot more practical for us to litigate. .

-

=

l

11 So, as you sa'f, Mr. u';eill, as this informa- -

-

12 tion, perhaps other information surfaces hopefully in the -
-

13 not too distant future, that could provide a basis

'4 for having a somewhat more site specific focus in this
~~

15 area. .

16 We are not, the Board isn't, we feel in any
:

17 posture today where we want to proceed to rulings on
'

18 contentions. We think frankly it's premature for the
.

_.

19 reasons I think both Mr. O'Neill and I have just been
I

20 talking about, But we would urge you to, the Inter-
. -

.

. .

21 venors who are interested in pursuing this s.:bject t%:
. _

.d i - ":-- a.- c m u >s, 't i22 you gel Le vLher, _ 'at 2
i

|

23 frankly you negotiate so uathin iT '' '

, u < _ 'q:7, a>

24 be contentions that you get contentions that neople can
:

25 agree upon, j'n t rs yc>u hav3 53m abin to do if 1 ' a r h a.i n . .
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1 areas'in the past and I think really that's the main

2 uossage we want to leave uith you toaay. I Vaat to

'3 say a couple of things about experts 'for the Intervenors

4 'also but let me ask my colleagues if that, if they

5 think I've conveyaa o..r thoujnts for today on diesel -

6 contention.

7 Yes, I'm getting nods of ascent. Let me, the

8 point I want to make is this. I want the Intervenors,

9 f fr. Eddleman I guess these are actually your contentions

10 but let me just speak to all of the Intervenors here.

n These are late contentions, if they are to be

12 contentions at this point on TDI diesel. They are

13 late in the sense that they are coming forward after
|

14 the time when contentions were originally due and that

15 puts the matter in a somewhat different posture than

16 we would be in were this an original contention so to

17 speak.

-18 And what I am referring to is on the original

19 contention, take for example the health offects con-

20 tentions that wo litigated back in June. It's a well

21 catablished principle in the NRC that an Intervenor

22 can come in, litigate an issue and make their case on

23 the basis of cross examination. They don't necessarily
-

24 haveLto put in an affirmative case with witnesses and

15 exhibits and the like.

-,

(%
' ,
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O I The situation is somewhat different with

2 regard.to a so-called late contention. The.- are

3 several cases on the point. The most recent one that

4 I think that we referred to in the past is an Appeal

5 Board ' decision callM A Lab 747 (phonetic) and it was

6 in the !!ovember issue of the NRC Yellow Book. It is

7 about the Woops Facility in Washington. And to go
]

8 just right to the point, under that decision the |

9 Board has discretion at least to require that an

to Intervonor by way of making his substantial contribution

11 on the issue, that an Intervenor have an expert.

12 Either have an expert witness who will come and testify,

13 have an expert who will be there at the hearing to

14 assist in cross but have experts involved in a meanincj-

15 ful way in the litigation. And I am simply saying

16 this to point out that Intervenors in other cases,

17 some have gotten experts. There is a lot of expert

18 testimony from the Intervenors in Shoreham, I'm aware

19 of that. The Catawba Intervenors have experienced

20 some difficulty, they report, in finding experts and
~

21 you would be in a position where this Board would

22 quite likely view the contention as dealing with such

23 a technical nature that expert assistance would be

24 necessary.

25 So, you should be bearing that in mind in

9
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i connection with the subject.

"

I think that's all I wanted to say but having2

3 Said quite a bit-already, let me see if the Applicents

4 or Intervenors or Staff have further comments on this

subject of diesels. Mr. Baxter or Mr. O'Neill, anything5

else?-6

MR. O'NEILL: I have nothing.7

JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Baxter?8

MR. BAXTER: No, thank you.9

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, Mr. Eddleman?
10

MR. EDDLEMAN: Judge, I couldn't hear whetherg

the Staff or Mr. O'Neill said anything. I gather they

*

n 13

' JUDGE KULLEY: I think not. Mr. Baxter

did not have anything. Mr. O'Neill, you did not have
15

#Y 9 #
16

MR. O'NEILL: No sir.
37

JUDGE KELLEY: He does not. And I haven't
18

gotten to the Staff yet.
39

ay. e s and M s.
20 .

business about experts there. I have talked to some

people about it. I don't know what kind of availabilityg

or costs I .might be getting into but I at least, I know

the subject is out there. I know that there are a few

people who are available. I am perfectly willing to
25

, . _t

_
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(.( 3
negotiate with the Applicants over this try to makeu

it site specific as much as possible although I would2

3 say just as my understanding of the matter is that the

4 ' Applicants are ultimately responsible for the quality

assurance of everything that they install;.at their
5

6 - plant. And whether somebody else screwed it up or

they did.
7

JUDGE KELLEY: Well I thank your, appreciate
8

'your willingness to go forward and negotiate it. As9

"# "*' I "' I **I U " " '
10

the contention between yourself and them and if you cang

negotiate them, that's fine, and if you want to press

for another contention that they won't agree to, then

we will rule when the time comes.g

MR. EDDLEMAN: Okay.

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Staff?

.MS. MOORE: I'd only add that sinca the Staff
,7

l is so deeply involved in the diesel question,.that if
18

there are any negotiations that take place, the Staff-g

ught to participate in them.
20

JUDGE KELLEY: By all means. I didn't, in

referring to the Applicants mean in any sense to exclude

you arid .we thirit it would be extremely important that you

do participate 'and be kept apprised.

* MS. MOORE: Okay.
25

- -

s

/
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

2 MR..EDDLEMAN: Judge, I certainly agree with

3 that too. ' The reason I was talking about the Applicants

4 was_that the Staff-had projected to these that they had
,

5_ supported them. But certain1s I would be more than
6 willing to involve the Staff in any discussions.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: They did not object to the

8 admission of your 178 and 179 but I am sure that they

- g would have,a view, pro or con, on anything else that

10 would have come up. Particularly if you point more to

ij site specific things I am'sure that they would have a

very helpful' participation. They may not agree with12

~

13 some of the things that you would want.

14 MR. EDDLEMAN: That's right, Judge.

JUDGE KELLEY: Right, so they should be15

included.16

17 MR. EDDLEMAN: Yes, I quite agree.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: A comment on the passing

. 19 diesel generators now and the place of hearing, question.
!

20 We initially attempted to line up a suitable place down

in Raleigh for the 5th of September and thereafter.
21

And we did not have much success. The Federal Court22

Duilding on New Bern Street that we have spent some23

uncomfortable hours in on the second floor, I think24

25 ' that's available although w thought that was sort of a

\

4 +
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1 last resort. And uo would rathor not uso it '~ o r

2 reasons obvious to everyone.
!

I

3 i'h e .3ank ruptcv f o' '. r t ' rh i r} 1 was fino, i t ' ': |
!

I4 s tatus is extremo1y nuestionabl: ^i :e ro is soro.

5 recent . litigation involvinc ,nk ruo' r: J ou '- t r> ' 1d.

,

6 Judges and vi.thout getting into that, thov sinnly

i
7 can't givo ur any commitnant doun there. " hey wrro

'

| _

,

8 very roopi?rative and wanted to helo but the can ' + ,

t

i

9 promise a thing, 30 that's not an option.
,

l

10 And having notten nowh>re on that, did have
)

11 a discussion with "rs. Flynn awhilo back and took hor
i

12 up on her offor to help us out on thi: oroblom and wo

13 havi'n't talk 7d sinco. Do '_rou have an' good ninrs t h i '=

i

14 morning, 'rs. "lynn?
.

l

is i |o think so. me of the n. ! ra-
'

s. 1 .

16 legaln who works with us, t:d io ir :rae, did a s u rv e' of
i

i

17 the city hearing room::, adninis t.rative hoa ring rooms , !

18 court room:> and pub 1ir, ofhor oublic bitild ings. .nd

19 none of the agonrins of t- he "ourt 'r a s able to give us
t

20 any time at all beyond a d.ty bore and a day thoro in

21 their schedules but the lloigh .ivic onter has a room'

1
22 that thov say is ava il abl e. 'll o v < 'an givo ur a block of " m . ;v s.1 ---u:- *

| [).f k.'Q kM.>.
23 time and 'is" ' c 'ran has soon it and thinks that it i: j g . |. y /

| .L .J 3 .. e<-

g .,f [["' ' U*.S.24 s atis f acto rv. 1 Vas anxious to <fo mysel.f and loop at it r' . i.:
'

St . % w
; . 3, - : .t o..v . . _% ..

.
| 3.s.n y ....p c.

25 and I am goiaq to do that tod ay . .ind (2naudible) | ._ ,
' '' -

- -W
; 7-
I

|

_ J
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1 ve think:that it is going to be workable. They can

2 set it .up for a hearing contrar:t. So that's the best

3 thing that we've found.- And it's very close to the

'-!4 Bradford Motel.

5 '- JUDGE KELLEY: Just across the street, right?

.6 'MS. FLYNN: Right. So that if it works that

-7~ would be probably as convenient a plaCO as any to the

8_ Board and-I think that they would make, I think that is

9 going to be the best thing that we can find. But

to she was pleased enough with it.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Well given our alternative

12 of the second floor on New Bern Street, we don't have a

.m i3 very high, standard. I very much appreciate all of the

14 work that you have done an'd that sounds promising. .I

15 am sure that the Board would be happy, if you don't

16 mind, to delegate. the judgment- to you. You can take

17 a look and if it looks good and we can have it, we could

18 confirm by letter up here if that's necessary but we'd

19 I think just be smart just to take it.

20 MS. FLYNN: Right.

21 JUDGE KELLE1: Can we get it as of the 5th?

22 MS. FLYNN: Yes.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: That's fine and for about how

24 long, do we have a notion as to how long we can have it?

25 MS. FLYNN: That's through the 21st.

)*
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.

I about that?

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

'3 MR. EDDLEMAN: I believe the Civic Center has

4 a-very small number cf sort of exhibitor parking

;5 spaces and most of the other areas around there are

6 either metered or parking garages at greater distances

7 .from it. I was wondering if they would reserve 50

8 parking-spaces during these hearings or not.

:9 MS. FLYNN: I have no idea. I will check on

to ' that. We hadn't even thought about it to look at it.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, why don't you see what

12 they have got if anything. Any other comment on the

13 question of a court room?

.14 Okay, now- aside from the discovery dispute

15 between Mrs. Flynn and Mr. Road and Mr. Eddleman's'

16 filing of yesterday, I guess it involves him and

17 Mr. DaXter, are there, is there anything else grown out

18 of this lengthy discussion that people want to raise for

19 the Applicants?-

20 MR. BAXTER: None out of this discussion. I

21 .could add one item to the agenda I should have raised

22 carlier. As.long as we've got everyone.

23 -JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.

- 24 MR. DAXTER:- I, you know, either Mr. Eddleman
~

25 or Mr. Runkle filed any reply findings on the en-
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m
1 vironmental matter? We have not received any. I wanted

2 to ask whether they have filed them?

3 MR. RUNKLE: This is Mr. Runkle. I, in my'

4 response to your motion on the ex parte, I notified

5 that we were not planning to on the two points. So

6 we are not pinnning to, but I do not know about Mr.

7 Eddleman.

8 MR. EDDLEMAN: No, I know about Mr. Eddleman

9 and I haven't filed any either. So I am just notifying

the Board that we will not be filing any reply to theto

11 Staff reply.

U have one last opportunity to file a
12

reply to replies and we will decline.,, 33

JUDGE KELLEY:- Okay, so all the papers are14

in, right?
15

MR. RUtELE: Right.
16

-JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Okay. Anything else,37

18 Mr. Eddleman, anything else to raise at this point?

MR. EDDLi24AN: I can't think of anything,19

20 Judge. There might be something slow on my mind but

I can't think of anything.
21

MR. PAYNE: Judge Kelley, this is Travis22

Pa}me.23

JUDGE KELLEY: Right.
24

.

MR. PAYNE: 'I'm going to have to cut off of25
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i this conference call. I have an appointment with a

2 client and I am 15 iinutes late already.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: I think we're done. Go ahead.

4 MR. PAYNE: I just wanted to notify you,

that's all.5

JUDGE KELLEY: That's fine. Thank you.6

7 Okay. Anybody else have anything? Let's see, Dr.

Wilson?8

DR. WILSON: Yes sir.9

JUDGE KELLEY: Anything else?
10

DR. WILSON - No, nothing else.g

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay and let's see, Mr. .

U"
13

MR. READ: No sir. But there is thej4

other matter.

JUDGE KELLEY: -Yeah we vill get to that, right.
16

MR. READ: The response.
37

JUDGE KELLEY: Right. And Staff, more?18

MS.iMOORE: I raised the point about whetherjg

we W en wanted 6 consider at M s point We number of
20

people who can cross examine a witness but we couldg

put that off until later if it's more convenient.g

JUDGE KELLEY: Well we can take a minute

anyway. I'mg

11R. EDDLEMAN: Judge, this is Wells Eddleman.
25

'
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1 I hate to mention this but I think I'd better at the

2 outset that Travis Payne was the joint Intervenor was

3 making more or less charge of that last.

4 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. I think, well let me

5 make a suggestion.. I gather that, have there been

6 d iscussions Mrs. Moore between yourself and Interwenors
7 or Staff that there appear to be disagreements on the

8 point?

9 MS. IIOORE: There really haven't been anything

10 discussed on the matter.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me make a suggestion. I've

12 indicated already the Board is not even going to be
-

13 around next week. Could you see if you could talk

14 to Mr. PayL - at.least for openers and the Applicants

15 and find out if there is any disagreement on the

16 sioject. If there is not we will just cruise on and if

17 there are disagreements maybe .we could arrange to get

18 back on the phone- the week af ter next and look into

19 it.

Certain1h.20 MS. MOORE:

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

22 MR. BAXTER: Judge Kelley, Tom Baxter.
t ,;

,

23 JUDGE KELLEY: 'Right.
,

24 MR. BAXTER: I add to that since the testimony

25 was just mailed yesterday, once the Intervenors have

- 7
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1 received the. joint contention and testimony and see

2 how the testimony is organized, maybe they could confer

3 among themselves and get some vision into what they

4 would like.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: That seems reasonable. And

6 you will be looking at actual Ltestidiony instead of

7 discussing an abstract question. ;

8 IIhy don't we just put over. But in the

9 meantime, Ms. Moore, you might also just explore the

10 questions, at least with Mr. Payne if he was the lead

11 speaker on it and see if there are going to be some

12 obvious problems surfacing or not and if there are,

' 13 let's do talk about it a week after next.

14 Could I leave it to you, Mrs. Moore, to get

in touch with me the week after next if we need to have15

a talk about it?16

17 MS. MCORE: Yes.

18 UUDGE KELLEY: Okay, fine. Anything else

19 from anybody other than these two matters that I have

20 already referred to?

21 Okay, well again there is Mrs. Flynn and

22 Mr. Road have a dispute and Mr. Eddleman and Mr.

23 Baxter may have one. I'm not sure. Others are free

to go if they wish and we can get into these two24

25 remaining matters with those directly involved.

. - .,

s
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1 MR. READ: I think the Staff would be-'

2 interested in the Eddleman-Baxter case.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, fine. Anybody can hang

4 on that wants to. Let's take the Eddleman-Baxter

5 question first and just by way of background in terms

6 of what I know, Mr. Eddleman called me yesterday and

7 was in the process of trying to get a number of exhibits

8 xeroxed so he could file them and he said he was

9 having difficulty with the Xeron machine breaking down

10 or the copy center. And I gather that he had had

11 a prior conversation with you, Mr. Baxter and so he

12 put it to me.and I said well, for today you will not,

13 if you can file today, that's fire. You will not be
'

34 prejudiced at least between yesterday and today when

15 we can talk about it. So it's a matter'now of I guess

16 of finding out where things now standi.and where we need

17 to go in the way of Mr. Eddleman getting -his exhibits

18 filed.

19 Mr. Eddleman, did I restate that reasonably

20 enough?

M R .' EDDLEMAN: Yes,' Judge, as I recall what> 21

i 22 you told mo to do was :to file as much as I could and

f 23 then we'd talk about t.he rest of it today.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Correct.
-i

25' MR. EDDLEMAN: Ilhat I did manage to'get filed

.-
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1 were, well there are three exhibits which have been

2 . filed last night. They were very kind to put me ahead

3 of some of the other jobs in order to get that out.

4 This big machine I am not even sure if it's

5 operating again today. IIowever, I wanted to propose a

6 deal 'on that to the Applicants and Staff anyway because

7 of-the nature of what the rest of the stuff is.

8 The things that have been filed are the

9 pieces out of the Will Data Report I!otebooks (phonetic)

to which are probably the hardest things to find.

n Everything else-that I want to file is discovery in-

formation and it is like the Q-A procedures and12

certain reports. Anyway all of these things have numbersm 13

'

on them that were signed by the Applicant's paralegals.g

JUDCE RELLEY: Can I.ask whether any of the15

papers that you are talking about now pertain to16

37 management capability?

is MR. EDDLE!AN: ilo, this is all 041, Judge, it

is all'on the velders, welding.ig

JUDGE RELLEY: Okay, go ahead.20

MR. EDDLE: TAN: Wolding, Q-A. So anyway it21

turns out that is an extensive amount of stuff. It is22

more than I had thought when I went talking to you23

24| because I hadn't actually gone through the, some of it

turned .out to be more extensive than I recalled it to be..25

, .

N
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I
' I

So it looks like, so the part that has

2 been served is harder to identify. tihat I would like

3
to propose since I have about 400 pages of the

4 other stuff andLit would be pretty burdensome on me
5 to put out 14 copies of it, is that I could give the *

6 Applicants a list of all the documents that are

7 involved and you know make the same offer that I mado
B to overybody else that has been filed previously, that
9 is if you can' t find a cop / of somothing, como ask me

to and I will give you a copy. And serve one copy on the

11 Board and one on the Staff and I guess I have to

12 serve tha three docketing service because that all

n ready is 2 or 3,000 pages of copy and then also the13
i

s__.

14 other parties, if they want copies they can ask me
15 for'them and I'll got them to them but have the other

16 5 copies or so that are necessary to make the standard
17 10 available at the time of the hearing. Now that in

18 simply a matter of burdensome for copying it all of f.
19 Uccause all the other documents are discovery documents
20 I got from the Applicants or Staff. I think from the.

21 Staff and the Applicanta.

22 JUDCC KELLEY: Lot no mako one observation.
s

23 I know in cases where I have been involved, it's truo
24 that under the rules you have somo large number of
25 copics to be filed and I guess when you add up this

_
,

<
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9
!

I service list it comes to 14, is that right?

2 MR. EDDLEMAN: Something in that range.

( 3 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah, well, that requirement

4 adhere to, has been at least on pleadings and
;

5- reasonable sized papers. When you get up into great

6 big things, I have never seen an applicant file 14

7 cop 3.es of an FSAR for example. But on much shorter

8 . documents some running some 50, 100 pages or more, the

9 Doard has cut back on a number of required. Exactly

to how many I don't know if I could say. But certainly

the Board doesn't need three copies of something thatij

is a foot high. I tlink you can assume that something
12

this voluminous, we don't need 14 of. Whatever wei3,

34 need it isn't going to be 14.

Are y u through, Mr. Eddleman, with your
15

16 proposal?

17 MR. EDDLEMAN: Yeah. Let me any, I've got

18 the stuff over, there and if I give the word they will

ig mako you as many copios as I tell them to provided the

machine ic working today.20

JUDGC KELLUY: !!r. Daxter?21

MR. DAXTER: Well I have no problem with22

skipping some of the other parties on the service 2. list
23

who aren't interestod in thic contention. It doesn' t24

bother me. I would like to have today though Mr.25

'

t)
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1 papers that will be used. -Staff? Comment on what's

2 been said?

3 MS. MOORE: Well, Mr. Eddleman has offered,

4 has agreed to provide us with a copy of the documents

5 that I think we would need because a list muldn' t-

6 oven help us because we don't have them.

7 MR. EDDLERAN : That's right. That's why I

8 offered to give you a copy.

9 MS. MOORE: And that would be fine with us.>

JUDOE KELLEY: Okay.10

MS. MOORE: I would ask, these are again33

related to 41, not to anything that is coming up in12

September?.--

33
|

34 MR. EDDLEMIdit -The only thing that I was doing

on joint 1~1s explained in a paper that has been filed.15

16 It is a thing that has aircady, been come under

discovery.17
.

18 MS. MOORE: Okay.

19 MR. EDDLEMAllt I didn't want to rely on it.

20 I just told everybody this is what it is. This ir the

date that it was filed, if you want an extra copy if21

you can't find it, just call me and I will give you22

no. It's a nuch shorter document..23

Everything else that I have filed on, all the24

25 other extensions, joint one, 116, everything else is, 165,

--

'
)

r
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1 everything else is in the mail already. The only thing

2 that is missing is this part of 41 Part of 41 is

3 also in the mail. You're going to get a big stack of

4 stuff from me.

5 MS. MOORE: Okay. And the other one will come

6 in a reasonable amount of time, is that?

7 ?iR. EDDLUI'AII: Yeah, if they can, now what we

8 are talking about is 3 or 4 copics of this, rather than

g 14, then the reproduction time is such that they might

10 even be able to make it on their smaller machine.

11 ?fS. MOORE: Okay, fine, I have no problem.

12 M3. F: GUI Okay, this is Samantha Flynn.

13 ?!ay I ask Mr. Eddleman what pleadings he's talking about

14 when he designated crossing about management capabilities?

ig MR. EDDLE?!A';: It's, it is on the affidavit that

16 was on 15AA and its supporting papers and it is referenced

37 to an actual document in the stuff that has been mailed
18 to you.

19 MU. FLYIUI Oh, oh. It was mailed todq;

20 yesterday.

21 MR. CDDLEMA'J: Uhat was mailed yesterday.

22 IJow that went to Shaw, Pittman. Dale Hall asked me to

23 send him the emogency planning second round inter-

24 rogatories and I sent them to hin and I have also sent

25 my copy to Spence Terry at Fina. (phonetic)

I
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I But I only sent the stuff he requested to

2 Raleigh. I didn't send him the other stuff.

3 MS. FLYNN: At the very front in that

4 package, that refers to where it says contention

5 (inaudible)
6 MR. EDDLEMItN: That's right. You will see,

7 I don't have it here right in front of me but it says

8 something like notice of documental on joint contention

D one and contention 65 and it tells you what thoce

10 documents are that have already been filed and then

11 it declares if you can't find it and if you want a

12 copy just ask me and I will give you a copy, give you

~

13 another copy that is. And it says that there is going

14 to be separate' stuff on 116 and 41. How the 116 stuff

15 has been filed le t night and the 41 stuff, the parts

16 out of the Will Data Reports and the kind of reference
,

17 system that shows what stuff I got and the reference

18 system looks like. That was filed last night.

19 What's remaining is a great big stack of

20 stuff that is discovery documents which as far as I

21 recall are all numbered. I?ut if they are not

22 numbered then when I make the list I will be putting

23 the titic and date of the document.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. llave ve, 1 think, it

25 : sounds like we've worked this out, have we not?
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)
1 MR. BAXTER: I just thought.of asking, I'-'

2 would just comment that we had, those pages are

3 numbered we hope to got those numbers. Not have to

4 look through the 14,000 pages of the Wills Data

5 Report.

6 MR. EDDLEMAN: That's what I'm telling you.

7 What has been served on you out of the Wills Data

8 Report are tihe actual reports. That I want to give

9 you. I actually made copies. They are not all of

10 the ones I.,got by any means but if I can cito an

11 example out of two particular volumes which have those

12 actual reports. Itvo reproduced those and they are

13 actually in the mail to you.r

''

14 Thon the other stuff -is the stuf f with

15 numbers and that's what I am going to give you a list

to of today.

17 JUDCE 1;ELLEY: Okay, well that seems to be

is ctrsightened out then between the Applicants and

19 Staff and you, Mr. Uddleman. Again one copy will

20 auffico for the Doard. I wouldn't see why you would

21 have to nerve the other Intervenors with thoso

22 documents. I mean nerve the other partion but certainly

23 if you check with them and if they waive their right

24 an I expect they would, that would save you somo money

25 and nomo trouble.
-

( i
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_

f
" 1 I'd also suggest if you are interested in

2 cutting back a,little further that you put the question

3 to docketing and services here at the NRC and the

4 person to ask is William Clements. That is a D.C.
5 number and he is on 634-1437.
6 BIR. EDDLEMAN: Ok ay.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: lie may say he noods all three

8 and if he does, he does. But you can tell him that as

9 fara as the Board's Cnncerned, less vill do.

10 !!R. EDDLE}!AN: .Okay, I will ask him, thank you
i

11 Judge.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. I!ow does that, that

T 13 takes care of that, does it not?

14 !!R. GDDLEf FAN: '1 believe so.

15 JUDGS KELLEY: Okay.

16 ffH. EDDLEIfl01: Let me make clear now that

17 unless something breaks down, all the rest of the stuff

18 is going in the mail tonight, as soon as possible.

19 JUD,CE KELLEY: Fine. Good, firs. Flynn, we

20 have in, and ifr. Head, we have got lira. Flynn's letter

gi to ?!r. Head dated August 9 with respect to a dispute

22 over access to some documents. I!rs. Flynn, could you

23 just give us a brief paraphrase of what this involves

24 and where things stand?

25 f f3. FLYNIJ Yes. I don't have much to add.

\o,

.)'
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,

''- 1 The most of it in in the letter. It is that, I believe

2 it said it was Monday. I think there is a typographical

3 error in the letter on the date. On Monday, it was

4 Monday I believe that Mr. Read telephoned Mr.

5 Carrow who expressed an interest _in socing a document.

6 And Mr. Carrow told me that given that we had made

7 those available expressly for 30 days and had advised

8 them they would not be available after that, we would

9 not in a position to give them and we had had the Board

to direct us to do so.

33 My letter was an effort to explain after

that the difference. (inaudibic)12

been advised that request (inaudible)
.13

!

14 on types of files that are used in the company's

business and they have to be returned after a15

16 reasonabic time to the people who work with those

17 documents. And in this case there are some of those

18 and some have been returned.

19 Secondly, as as important, is that many of

20 the documents are necessary to us in preparing for

21 our case. No reviewed them for testimony and now we

will use them for witnesses for cross examination. The22

hearing is 1 as than a month away and we fool it will23

seriously offect our ability to adequately prepare if24

we now are involved in a massive document prodttction.25

p
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' ' The interrogatories that were filed were

2 numbered at 117 but most of those that are specifical

3 have subparts and we jus E looked at two of them. At

4 least have subparts of 75 or more. Some have subparts

5 of 100 or more.

6 So we are talking about an enormous amount of

7 documents here.

8 MR.cREAD: Judge Kelley, if I might interrupt

9 and nip this'in the bud. I don't think we are

10 interested in looking at all the documents that were

11 identified in response to those interrogatories and

12 --

-

13 JUDGE KELLEY: This in Mr. Itead speaking,

14 right?

15 !!R. READ: Yes sir.

10 JUDGE I;ELLEY: All right, thank you.

17 ?!R. READ: I think that basically only about

18 5 categorica of documents we would like to look at.

19 Most of the other ones are in the public record or

20 documents we already have. So that, I don't foresee

21 that the burden will be as great an firs. Flynn anticipates,

22 maken out being. I gueas I had anticipated calling

23 you yesterday and van waiting to get thin letter from

24 them and didn't have a chance to because tin letter
25 arrived rather into and an a renuit I didn't have a chance

,.
,

.''
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1 to make my position clear in advance. I realize that

2 we didn't take advantage of the availability that was

3 set forth in that response to request for production but

4~ I think the pressure of other matters and our usual

5 lad; of resources made that difficult at the time and

6 the document by itself I don' t think excludes the

7 possibility that the document has been dragged out of

8 some box somowhere, it could still be looked at

9 af ter that' period has expired.

10 If you want tae to list the documents wo

11 are interested in looking at and see what Ifrs.

12 Flynn aays or make a ruling based on that, I would

ex 13 be happy to.

14 JUDGE KELLEY: I guess so far I am not

15 satisfied that you have shotm, it would take come

16 kind of good cause showing to in effect reopen

17 discovery at this point and I don't find myself

18 persuaded by what has been nald. Now you did, those

19 documents were put in a repository for inspection for

20 a period of time, couldn't get to it then, seems to

21 me you could have complained at the timo that the

22 time was too short and sought relief from the Board but

23 nov we are nometimo after the timo when they have been

24 hithdrawn for apparently good reason and you are

25 asking that they be dug back out and I need something
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__s i more than just the press of business as the justification

2 for doing that.

3 MR. RUNKLE: Judge Kelley, this is Mr. Runkle.
,,

4 I would like td ask' about that just a little.l

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.5

6 MR. IUNKLE: In their response to inter-

7 rogatories, the Applicant cited entire documents or

whatever or a whole series of reports or stuff and in
8

a couple of instances said and other documents which will9

be defined.
10

I think roughly there was at least a roomful
3,

f documents that we could have looked at. Part of the
12

r as n m d layed was that I think that after we getm 13
'i

their testimony, their pre-trial testimony we may want to
34

a cact M ngs. R is real had to go hough
15

y u know, hundreds, hundred thousand pages of documentsto

and thought that may or may not be relevant to the,7

hearing. I think that the focusing in, and they will18

certainly be more focused after we get their testimony,9

and be able to get those specific documents.
20

JUDGE KELLEY: Well isn' t that an argument

that we ought to continue discovery past. the filing of
22

testimony 7 That's not what we normally do.

I can see that on an issue like managementg

capability particularly, it is sort of a broad and
25

c
c

_
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,.

U 3 vague contention, that there may be an awful lot of

2 paper to look at but that is a contention that you

3 chose to litigate.

4 M3. FLY C: I know of nothing in NRC practice

that' contemplates discovery occurring after the5

filing of testimony and these documents have been6

available for over threc months and we would have7

vorked with the Intervenors in any way for us to make
8

available specific documents that they had requested,9

but' there has been no communication about this what-10

soever.
33

JUDOE KELLEY: All right, anything elseg

from the Intervenors and then the Doard will~ i3

consider it.'

34

MR. READ: Just one point, Judge 1;elley.
15

us la e scovery is de madng availaMe of M1e
16

documents and not our actual looking at them. I guess
37

we could have come,over there and copied off - '111on3g .

pages of documents and reviewed them at our leisure,g

but we simply don' t have the time to do that and I
20

think that nov that we have focused our inquiry to

a small number of files, I don't think that, that by
22

the rules themselves ve ought to be precluded from doing

that.

MS. FLYini: Let me just add one thing. I had25

~

!
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5

1 discussed I believe with Mr. Runkle back, and this was

carly on, I.th' ink in early May when we filed these,2

3 that:if the Intervonors that had identified specific

4 interrogatoriestanswers as the documents that vere

5 referenced therein,.that if they had an interest in

6 seeing, vo would maMe those, the three files available.

7 So they could have como and looked at what they wanted

8 if they couldn' t look at a million documents in three

9 months they could have looked at a part. That doesn't

to preclude them, that is not logical that they couldn't

11 come and look at come.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, I think the Doard can

o 13 take this now and if you want to stand up and stretch
! )

14 again for a minute or so we vill consider it and we

15 vill come back and rule on it.
16 (There was a short break.)
17 JUDG3 KELLEY: Okay, the Doard is back on.

18 Are the parties there, Mr. Road?

19 MR. IUMD: Yes cir.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Itunkle?

21 Mll. RUI;KLC Yes cir.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: And !!iss Flynn'i

23 !!S . F L Y iIis Yes.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Well thin comes down as we

25 view it as a request to reopen diccovery and discovery

F'1'w)
,

__
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0 1 on this contention has been closed for some time now.

2 We are going to deny thin request. I might point out

3 that to the extent that your concern is on documents'

4 that are referred to in the testimony, if it in a

5 crucial document I annume the Applicatts may offer it

6 as an exhibit and then you will have a chance to read

7 it and crocu examino on it and the like.

8 Dut to other documents, the normal Imc

9 practice in to have discovery for a period of time

to follouing the admincion of a contention and to close

it it and then.to have a period of time for summary

12 disposition and then to move on to preparation for

13 testinony. And the fact that it in burdensome to go

O,

| 14 over lota of paper during the dincovery period on a

is broad contention J o a f act and that in nomething

to though that the Intervenor that raises that con-

if tention han to live with. We do not believe that

la ue have any good reason, any nufficient reason to

to reopen that procons now. This could have been dono

20 earlier. ft can be nome, perhaps nome work on yotr

21 part, but that's the way the syntom van nupponed to

22 run. There are legitimate reasonn that the Applicanta

23 have enumbrated why they nhouldn' t be put into the

24 po':ition of reopening their, their reponitory at thin

25 ntage of the game. And so that in our ruling and the

O
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~

1 request is denied.

2 Now I don't have anything else. Anything

I~
3 clse from the Applicants?

. 4 MR. BAXTER:' No, I don' t have anything else.
I JUDGE RELLEY: Okay, Mr. Read? Mr. Runkle?5

6 MR. PUNKLE: No sir.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Dr.~ ' Wilson? He may have
.

8 left us. And Mr. Eddleman?

9 MR. EDDLEMAN: Judge?

JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah.10

MR. EDDLEMAN: I'm still here because I can'tjj

release this phone. I hang it up and it stays so I12

13 am going to have to wait until'everybody gets off to get-

''
off. don' t' have anything further.34

JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, we are about to| quit.15

M8' N Uf0716

17 MS. MOORE: I don't have anything.

18 JUDGE CARPENTER: This is Judge Carpenter. I

19 Would just like to make comment with respect to ourE

discussion of the thermal luminescent dosimeter accuracy20

contention. Everybody was so agreeable it makes me21

develop a sense of caution. Particularly, Mr. Baxter,22

in the past, the Board has suggested for example with23

24 respect to one of the environmental contentions that a

25 conference be held and outlined some points that might

.)
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' I be considered. 1, 2, 3,,4, 5 and 6. And then we

2 learned that the conf erence was held but an issue

3 .that wasn' t on the list wasn' t discussed. I ask that

4 we not be simplistic.

5 I am very hesitant on making a list of

6 things this morning to clarify. We do that to be

7 helpful but do not indicate that the list is all

8 inclusive in any way. I just want you not to look at

9 that brief statement as being comprehensive. -

10 MR. BAXTER: I appreciate that, thank you.

11' JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, ladies and gentlemen,

12 I think we can quit at this point. As we are headed

13 up toward hearing, feel frea to contact the Board if you,-
!

s

' '

14 thirk further phone confe2 ences or communications of

I'5 one kind or the other are needed or might be helpful.

16 Thank you for today. Good bye.

17
( Telephone conference over at 12:43 P.M. )

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

,.

./
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